Pre A1 Starters

Max loves his home. He’s very happy there.

Find and circle nine home words.

Write the room words at the ends of the lines.
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3 Now, draw these things in the rooms in Max’s house. Then, answer the questions

![Images of a mirror, TV, clock, table, and cupboard]

1. Where’s Max’s mirror? ____________________
2. Is his TV in the living room? ________________
3. Which room is the clock in? ________________
4. Is there a table in the hall? ________________
5. Is Max’s cupboard big or small? ________________

4 Answer Max’s questions about your home.

1. Do you live in a house or a flat? a ________________
2. Who do you live with? ____________________
3. How many rooms are there? ____________________
4. Which is your favourite room? my ________________
5. What do you like doing at home? ________________
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1 Rooms
   hall
   kitchen
   bathroom
   bedroom

   Things
   TV
   mirror
   table
   cupboard
   clock

2 Suggestiosn only – student’s own answers
   1. bathroom
   2. yes
   3. kitchen
   4. no
   5. big

3 Suggestions only – student’s own answers
   1. a flat/house
   2. my mum, dad, brother and sister
   3. 5/five
   4. my bedroom
   5. playing, watching TV, listening to music

Answer Key